STUDENTS SATISFACTORY SURVEY REPORT
BY FEDBACK ANALYSIS (2019 -2020)
Shri shivaji college of Arts, Commerce and Science is a multi-faculty,
multidisciplinary, renowned and one of the famous and old college in the
vidarbha region with a huge bright history. Total approximate 60500 students
from different streams of Arts, Commerce, Science, Home Science and
Economics are enrolled for different courses in the academic session 2019 –
2020. The college stand milestone in developing the future of many students as
it has facilities for Undergraduate, Postgraduate, M. Phil and Ph. D along with
many Certificate courses, students from different villages belongs to different
districts like Washim, Yavatmal, Buldhana, Amravati and Jalgaon prefer to take
admission and learn.
❖ FEDBACK COLLECTION STRATEGIES:
The college is always engaged in planning student centre activity every
year for their academic upliftment, developing social responsibility and
social awareness among the students. In order to achieved institutional
Excellency, college take feedback from its all stakeholder like its faculty,
alumina, parents and most importantly from student. As a part of these, the
college yearly conducts satisfactory survey for all its stake holders and always
tries to solve their problems and difficulty by means of feedback collection and
acting on suggestions. This report is highlighting some of the key findings of
student satisfactory survey feedback given by students for the academic year
2019-20.
Students with graduation, post-graduation, M. Phil and Ph. D in all the
four stream of Arts, Commerce, Science and Home Science registered their
reply by their own mail on Google form. All the total 759 respondent reply
through their mail for multiple choice based questioner which include
different questions from academic, institutional and faculties’ background
with more emphasis on teaching – learning process.

A) STATUS OF STUEDENT SATISFACTORY SURVEY:
Various aspects has been included in student’s satisfactory survey
analysis with special emphasis on availability and status of basic facilities,
infrastructure availability, teaching and learning strategies, students’
empowerment and development of various skills for the uplift and better
future developments among students. A questioner had been developed with
wide and diverse range of questions which were framed to exactly pin point
the strength and loop hole in academic programming.
The students satisfactory survey was divided broadly into three
categories viz.,

1) Status of Teachers Role, Duties and responsibilities:
Overall survey about the teachers’ role in academic, teaching and other
curricular activities found excellent in most of the aspects with some area of
scope for better achievements. Teacher approach to teaching and
communication skilled with subject preparedness are highly appreciated
by all the students. They also admit the Excellency of teachers informing about
expected competencies within students with courses and program outcome.
Few suggestions like increasing multiple test, more used of ICT tools,
preference for regional language while teaching and explaining in classes.
Mostly (more than 90%) students assigned the task given by guardian
teachers and enjoy concept learning through practical applications. They also
satisfied with the strength and encouragement to uplift everyone to
overcome every level of challenges. However there are some areas of scope
for faculty members to strengthen the tie with students to identify their
weakness and for enhancing their learning experiences by adopting more
students’ centric methods, their participations in learning and problem
solving methodology. Even planning more educational Tours, Industrial visit,
cultural event will minimize the barrier of communication among students and

teachers and helpful for developing healthy atmosphere for teaching and
learning both.

2) Status of institution Role, Duties and Responsibilities:
Students are happy, satisfied and highly inspire with institution role
in various concerned. The institution promotes internship, student exchange
program and field visit activity which are benefited in all the fields for the
future exposure of students. More than 93% of students appreciate the sincere
efforts of institutions to provide multiple opportunities to learn and grow
and also admit (more than 91%) facilities for cognitive, social and
emotional growth.
Students are strongly agree (89.7%) regarding with efforts of institution
concerning to keeping high quality of teaching and learning. However
institution has more scope (11%) in conducting soft skill, life skill and
employment oriented programs. It also needs to take more efforts to engage
students in the monitoring review and continuous quality improvement of
the teaching and learning process.
3) Students remarks / suggestions about all academic and facilities concerned:
Overall students found satisfied and happy with the institution role,
duties, and responsibilities along with academic staffs. They fearlessly
reported their responses and appreciated all the academic, curricular and
extracurricular aspects. However there are some suggestions from students
which are mentioned below.
1) More frequency and Regular unit test.
2) Give only grades for practical and internal assessment.
3) Thumb base attendance should be introduced.
4) Provide drinking water facilities
4) List of suggestions / issues resolved (from SSR 2018 – 2019):

1) Adopt students motivating teaching strategies
2) Increase book stock in library with more foreign author publishers
3) More windows for students for office bearing work
4) Some new drinking water tap added
❖ FUTURE SCOPE:
➢ Institution has more scope in conducting soft skill, life skill and
employment oriented programs.
➢ Planning for more industrial exposure of students
➢ Implements more social awareness in building program
➢ Work hard over every suggestions

